Interview Questions
(translated from German)

1) What are the strengths of CareCruiser?
2) What are the shortcomings of CareCruiser?
3) Do you believe that CareCruiser is suited to faster assess the progress of a patient over a long period of time?
4) Do you believe CareCruiser helps to more easily assess the progress of a patient in immediate connection with the applied treatment / the applied clinical actions?
5) Do you believe CareCruiser helps to faster form an opinion about clinical situations?
6) Do you believe that CareCruiser helps to assess the trend of applied treatment plans (positive/negative effects) more easily?
7) Do you believe CareCruiser helps to form an opinion about if a certain treatment usually has the intended effect (looking at multiple patients)?
8) Does CareCruiser appropriately represent all necessary information to form an opinion about the condition of the patient?
9) Does CareCruiser appropriately represent all necessary information about the applied treatment?
10) Do you believe CareCruiser helps to reveal previously unknown reactions on clinical actions or reactions that are not obvious?
11) Do you believe that CareCruiser helps to figure out if a certain reaction is found more often or less often within a given group of patients?
12) Do you believe that CareCruiser helps to identify individual reactions of a patient on specific clinical actions and to better adapt the applied treatment to the patient according to these insights?
13) Do you believe that CareCruiser helps to check if a clinical action usually has the intended effect?